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Abstract

The success of belatacept in late-stage clinical trials inaugurates the arrival of a new class of immunosuppressants based on costimulatory blockade, an immunosuppression strategy that disrupts essential signals required for alloreactive T cell activation. Despite having improved renal function, kidney transplant recipients treated with belatacept experienced increased rates of acute rejection. This finding has renewed focus on costimulatory blockade-resistant rejection and specifically the role of alloreactive memory T cells in mediating this resistance. To study mechanisms of costimulatory blockade-resistant rejection and enhance the clinical efficacy of costimulatory blockade, we developed an experimental transplant system that models a donor-specific memory CD8+ T cell response. After confirming that graft-specific memory T cells mediate costimulatory blockade-resistant rejection, we characterized the role of integrins in this rejection. The resistance of memory T cells to costimulatory blockade was abrogated when costimulatory blockade was coupled with either anti-VLA-4 or anti-LFA-1. Mechanistic studies revealed that in the presence of costimulatory blockade, anti-VLA-4 impaired T cell trafficking to the graft but not memory T cell recall effector function, whereas anti-LFA-1 attenuated both trafficking and memory recall effector function. As antagonists against these integrins are clinically approved, these findings may have significant translational potential for future clinical transplant trials.
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Introduction

Costimulatory blockade (CoB) is a novel immunosuppression strategy that disrupts essential costimulatory signals (such as CD40-CD154 or CD28-B7 interactions) required for full activation of alloreactive T cells (1-3). In experimental systems employing immunologically naïve recipients, costimulatory blockade dramatically prolongs transplant survival (4, 5). More recently, the significant clinical potential of costimulatory blockade was demonstrated in the phase III BENEFIT trial of belatacept (a second-generation CD28 antagonist), which revealed that renal transplant patients treated with belatacept had superior long-term graft function compared to those treated with cyclosporine (6, 7).
Paradoxically, treatment with belatacept was associated with a higher incidence and severity of acute rejection. Thus, costimulatory blockade must fail to tolerate a subset of alloreactive T cells. The mechanisms responsible for CoB-resistant rejection are not fully elucidated, but alloreactive memory T cells potentially play a central role in mediating this resistance, as memory T cells possess diminished requirements for costimulation and are therefore resistant to suppression by CoB (8-12). The resistance of memory T cells to the effects of costimulatory blockade may therefore pose a substantial barrier to the clinical success of belatacept and other CoB regimens.

Indeed, donor-specific memory T cells pose an unaddressed challenge to transplantation even with conventional immunosuppression, as higher pre-transplant frequencies of donor-specific memory T cells correlate with worse long-term graft function and acute rejection rates (8, 13-15). These donor-specific memory T cells may be induced by either prior exposure to donor MHC (via failed prior transplant, blood transfusion or pregnancy) or by heterologous immunity, in which memory T cells generated in response to pathogens prove cross-reactive to donor antigens (16). A recent study highlighted the importance of heterologous immunity in generating alloreactive memory T cells in human patients, revealing that 45% of memory T cells generated after exposure to common viruses possessed alloreactive potential (17).

In order to dissect the immunologic pathways employed by these memory T cells during costimulation-independent activation, we sought to identify critical molecules utilized by memory T cells to mediate transplant rejection in the presence of costimulatory blockade. We initially targeted integrins such as LFA-1 (leukocyte functional antigen-1) and VLA-4 (very late antigen-4), as they play a central role in T cell activation, effector functions and trafficking to inflamed tissues (18-23). The immunomodulatory properties of integrins spurred the clinical development of integrin antagonists against both LFA-1 (efalizumab) and VLA-4 (natalizumab) to treat autoimmune diseases such as psoriasis, multiple sclerosis and Crohn's disease (24, 25).

Given their translational potential, several groups have executed limited studies of integrin antagonists in a transplant setting. For example, LFA-1 or VLA-4 blockade proved efficacious in prolonging the survival of murine skin (26), cardiac (27-30) and islet transplants (27, 31-35). Recently, two clinical studies also utilized anti-LFA-1 to promote engraftment and insulin-independence in recipients of single-donor islet transplants (36, 37). A smaller number of animal studies have also examined LFA-1 blockade in combination with costimulatory blockade and found that this regimen also suppresses graft rejection (38-43). Importantly, virtually all of these studies utilized immunologically naïve recipients, and the role of integrins in mediating transplant rejection via CoB-resistant alloreactive memory T cells remains poorly characterized.

In the following study, we demonstrate that in a murine model of costimulatory blockade-resistant transplant rejection, combined integrin and costimulatory blockade specifically inhibits graft rejection mediated by CD8⁺ memory T cells.

**Materials and Methods**

**Mice**

Adult male 6–8-week-old C57BL/6 mice (NCI-Frederick), TCR transgenic OT-I mice (Taconic Farms), μMT mice (Jackson Laboratories) and Act-mOVA mice (gifted by Dr. Marc Jenkins, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN) (44) were obtained. Animals received humane care and treatment in accordance with Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.
B6.OT-I<sup>Memory</sup> mouse generation

After quantification of OT-I cells from whole blood of OT-I mice by TruCount bead analysis (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA), 10<sup>4</sup> OT-I cells (along with syngeneic carrier splenocytes) were adoptively transferred into each naïve C57BL/6 mouse. Two days later, the mice were infected with 10<sup>4</sup> CFU of LM-OVA (45) by i.p. injection.

Skin grafting

Full thickness tail skin grafts (~1cm<sup>2</sup>) were transplanted onto the dorsal thorax of recipient mice. Where indicated, recipients of skin grafts received treatment with costimulatory blockade [500 μg each of hamster anti-mouse-CD154 mAb (MR-1, BioXcell, West Lebanon, NH) and human CTLA-4 Ig (Bristol-Meyers Squibb, New York, NY)], 250 μg of rat anti-mouse-VLA-4 mAb (PS/2, BioXcell), and/or 250 μg of rat anti-mouse-LFA-1 mAb (M17/4, BioXcell). All monoclonal antibodies were administered i.p. on post-transplant day 0, 2, 4 and 6.

Flow cytometric analyses for frequency and absolute number

Splenocytes, blood, and/or cells obtained from axillary draining lymph nodes (dLNs) were stained with Thy1.1-PerCP, CD8a-APC, CD11a-FITC and/or CD49d-PE (Pharmingen) for analysis on a BD LSRII flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Absolute numbers of OT-I T cells were determined by TruCount Bead analysis according to manufacturer's instructions. Data were analyzed using FlowJo Software (Tree Star, San Carlos, CA).

Intracellular cytokine staining

Splenocyte suspensions were incubated with 10 nM OVA<sub>257-264</sub> (SIINFEKL) (Emory University Core Facility) and 10 μg/ml Brefeldin A (Pharmingen). Replicates without peptide were also performed. After 5 hr in culture, cells were processed using an intracellular staining kit (Pharmingen) according to manufacturer's instructions and stained with anti-TNF-PE and anti-IFN-γ-FITC (Pharmingen). The adjusted % dual-producers of TNF and IFN-γ for each sample was calculated by subtracting the % dual-producers from the non-stimulated samples from the matched SIINFEKL-stimulated sample. Outliers (values greater than or less than median ± 3*SEM) for each group were excluded.

CD107a/b degranulation assay

As previously described (46), splenocyte suspensions were incubated in R10 media at 37°C in a 96-well plate (4 × 10<sup>6</sup> cells/well) for five hours with monensin and anti-CD107a/b-FITC in the presence or absence of 10 nM OVA<sub>257-264</sub> peptide. After incubation, surface staining with anti-Thy1.1-PerCP and CD8a-Pacific Blue was performed. Degranulation was measured as the adjusted MFI of CD107a/b (peptide-stimulated – unstimulated).

In vivo CTL assay

As previously published (47), CD45.1-congenic splenocyte target cells were labeled with high (1 μM) or low (100 nM) concentrations of CFSE. The CFSE<sup>Lo</sup> target cells were pulsed at 10 nM OVA<sub>257-264</sub> peptide; CFSE<sup>Hi</sup> target cells were incubated without peptide. 10<sup>6</sup> target cells in a 50:50 mixture of unloaded and peptide-loaded target cells were adoptively transferred i.v. into each mOVA skin graft recipient. Twelve hours after adoptive transfer, splenocytes were harvested and assessed for CD45.1 expression and CFSE labeling. Outliers (% specific lysis greater than or less than median ± 2*SEM) were excluded.
Immunohistochemistry

Explanted skin grafts were fixed in OTC and frozen. Sections were stained with anti-Thy1.1 mAb and developed with horseradish peroxidase to visualize infiltrating OT-I cells. Representative images are shown magnified 40x.

Quantitative real-time PCR for OT-I TCR

Explanted skin grafts were homogenized on a TissueLyser II bead mill (Qiagen). mRNA was extracted using a RNeasy Fibrous Tissue kit (Qiagen), and cDNA was generated using a TaqMan RNA-to-Ct 2-step kit (Applied Biosystems). Quantitative real-time PCR for OT-I TCR expression was performed in triplicate using TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and custom primer/probe pairs (Applied Biosystems) specific for the CDR3 region of the OT-I TCR, as previously published (48). Relative quantification was employed using the \(2^{-\Delta\Delta CT}\) method, normalizing OT-I TCR expression against beta-actin expression and comparing to the average normalized OT-I TCR expression in untreated mOVA skin graft recipients (which is set at a normalized value of 1.0).

T cell trafficking experiment

Naïve C57BL/6 recipients were transplanted with mOVA skin grafts. Other C57BL/6 mice previously transferred with OT-I cells were infected with LM-OVA, and after harvesting splenocytes eight days later, effector OT-I cells were counted using TruCount tubes. The equivalent of \(10^6\) activated effector OT-I T cells were adoptively transferred into each mOVA skin graft recipient following \textit{in vitro} treatment for 30 minutes with an immunosuppressive regimen (100\(\mu\)g/ml for each agent) matching the regimen used to treat the transplant recipient. Twenty-four hours after transfer, skin grafts were explanted and OT-I trafficking was assessed by quantitative rt-PCR for OT-I TCR expression.

Statistical analyses

Skin graft experiments are presented on Kaplan-Meier survival curves and were compared with log-rank test. All other assays were compared with the Mann-Whitney nonparametric test. Statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prism (La Jolla, CA).

Results

A novel murine transplant system models rejection by donor-specific memory T cells

To study CoB-resistant rejection, we developed a novel transplant system that models a donor-specific memory T cell response (Figure 1A). We adoptively transferred OT-I CD8\(^+\) TCR transgenic T cells (49) specific for an ovalbumin (OVA) peptide into naïve C57BL/6 mice. These transferred cells expressed the Thy1.1 marker, enabling us to specifically track them. Mice were subsequently infected with genetically-modified \textit{Listeria monocytogenes} expressing the OVA\textsubscript{257-264} epitope (LM-OVA) (45), generating recipients containing memory OT-I cells (B6.OT-I\textsuperscript{Memory} mice). Following LM-OVA infection, naïve OT-I T cells rapidly proliferated until post-infection day 8-9, after which they contracted into a stable memory T cell population constituting 0.5-4% of all CD8\(^+\) T cells in the blood by post-infection day 28 (Figures 1B-D). After this development of memory OT-I cells, these B6.OT-I\textsuperscript{Memory} mice were re-challenged with skin grafts from mOVA transgenic mice that ubiquitously express OVA in their tissues, thus precipitating rejection by memory OT-I cells (44). We demonstrated that B6.OT-I\textsuperscript{Memory} recipients rejected mOVA skin grafts with second-set kinetics despite costimulatory blockade with CTLA-4Ig and anti-CD154 (Figure 1E), thereby recapitulating costimulatory blockade-resistant rejection mediated by donor-reactive memory T cells. Adoptive transfer of MACS-sorted memory OT-I cells was sufficient to mediate this CoB-resistant rejection (Figure 2A), and transplants in B cell-
deficient recipients were also promptly rejected, further demonstrated that B cells and/or antibodies are not required for CoB-resistant rejection in this system (Figure 2B). The inability of LM-OVA infection to induce an anti-OVA antibody response was also confirmed via ELISA assay (Figure 2C).

**Combined integrin and costimulatory blockade prolongs graft survival against a donor-specific memory response**

Surface expression of both LFA-1 and VLA-4 was upregulated in memory compared to naïve OT-I cells, suggesting that integrin antagonists might target donor-specific memory T cells (Figure S1). To evaluate whether combined integrin/costimulatory blockade could prolong graft survival, we transplanted mOVA skin grafts onto B6.OT-I\textsuperscript{Memory} mice. These graft recipients were treated with costimulatory blockade (CTLA-4Ig + anti-CD154) alone, integrin antagonist alone, or a dual blockade regimen (*i.e.* anti-LFA-1 + CoB or anti-VLA-4 + CoB). Whereas recipients treated with CoB or integrin antagonists alone all displayed accelerated graft rejection similar to untreated controls, the recipients treated with dual blockade regimens displayed significantly prolonged graft survival, with a median graft survival time >100 days (Figures 3A and B, and Table S1). Thus, combined costimulatory and integrin blockade prolongs graft survival, even against a donor-specific memory T cell response. However, donor-specific memory precursor frequencies may impact susceptibility to these combined blockade regimens, as mOVA graft survival was not prolonged when performed on recipients whose frequency of memory OT-I cells was increased dramatically (to ~15% of total CD8\textsuperscript{+} T cells) by repetitive LM-OVA infection prior to grafting (Figures S2A and B).

**Combined integrin and costimulatory blockade does not curtail recall accumulation of donor-specific memory T cells**

By what mechanisms do integrin antagonists prolong graft survival in recipients treated with CoB? We first assessed whether integrin antagonists function by curtailing the accumulation of OT-I cells during the memory recall response. We transplanted mOVA skin grafts onto B6.OT-I\textsuperscript{Memory} recipients that were treated with an immunosuppression regimen prior to sacrifice on POD#7. Absolute quantification of OT-I T cells from the memory recall response in the blood, draining lymph nodes and spleen was performed using flow cytometry (50). Despite a decrease in the absolute number of OT-I T cells in the blood in treated versus untreated recipients, there were no significant differences between the absolute number of OT-I T cells in the dual costimulatory/integrin blockade recipient groups compared to treatment with CoB alone (Figure 4A). Similar results were noted in the spleens and draining lymph nodes of mOVA skin graft recipients (Figures S3A and B). Comparing recipients treated with CoB alone and those treated with one of the dual costimulatory/integrin blockade regimens, there was no difference in the frequency of OT-I cells within the total population of CD8\textsuperscript{+} T cells (Figure 4B). However, an enrichment of antigen-specific OT-I cells was evident only in the draining lymph nodes of recipients re-challenged with an mOVA skin graft, consistent with some of our previous observations.

**LFA-1 blockade attenuates donor-specific memory T cell effector responses**

As the dual blockade regimens did not impact recall accumulation, we next evaluated whether integrin antagonists might inhibit T cell effector functions during the memory recall response. We again transplanted mOVA skin grafts onto B6.OT-I\textsuperscript{Memory} recipients, which were treated with an immunosuppressive regimen prior to sacrifice on POD#7. Intracellular cytokine staining revealed that immunosuppressive regimens containing anti-LFA-1, unlike those containing anti-VLA-4, substantially decreased the ability of donor-reactive T cells to become highly active dual-producers of TNF and IFN-\textgamma following stimulation with the OVA\textsubscript{257-264} epitope (Figures 5A and B). Similarly, a flow cytometric degranulation assay...
based on surface localization of CD107a/b (46) revealed that LFA-1 blockade (but not regimens including anti-VLA-4) potently hindered cytotoxic granule release by OT-I cells during memory recall (Figures 5C and D). Finally, an *in vivo* CTL assay (47) validated these *ex vivo* findings, demonstrating that anti-LFA-1 significantly suppressed the generation of graft-specific cytotoxicity, whereas regimens containing anti-VLA-4 had only a minimal impact on OT-I effector functions during a memory recall response (Figures 5E and F).

**Both VLA-4 and LFA-1 blockade inhibit donor-specific memory T cell trafficking to graft**

These results did not explain why combined costimulatory and VLA-4 blockade prolonged graft survival, so we next determined whether combined blockade regimens impact trafficking of T cells from the memory recall response to the graft. We explanted mOVA skin grafts on POD#7 after transplant onto B6.OT-I<sup>Memory</sup> recipients that were treated with different immunosuppression regimens, and performed immunohistochemistry staining for Thy1.1 to assess the relative infiltration of grafts by memory/effector OT-I cells. Whereas grafts from recipients treated with CoB alone had an abundant OT-I T cell infiltrate, those treated with CoB + anti-VLA-4 had almost no infiltration (Figure 6A). To better quantify the degree of OT-I T cell infiltrate in these explanted mOVA grafts, we performed quantitative real-time PCR on graft tissue explanted on POD#7 utilizing a primer-probe pair specific for the OT-I T cell receptor (48). Using this more sensitive assay, a small decrease in OT-I cell infiltration was detected in recipients treated with regimens containing anti-LFA-1. However, there was a significant decline in memory/effector OT-I infiltration in recipients treated with anti-VLA-4+CoB (Figure 6B).

To specifically assess how integrin blockade impacts primed graft-specific effector T cell trafficking, effector OT-I T cells were harvested from LM-OVA-infected mice, blocked *in vitro* with an integrin antagonist, and then adoptively transferred into a naïve C57BL/6 mouse that had received an mOVA skin graft seven days previously (*i.e.* cells were transferred after graft neovascularization). The grafts were explanted 24 hours after adoptive transfer, homogenized and then subjected to rt-PCR analysis to detect OT-I TCR (Figure 6C). Both VLA-4 and LFA-1 blockade were associated with a dramatic decrease in T cell trafficking to the graft (Figure 6D). Interestingly, treatment with anti-VLA-4 in the absence of CoB dramatically impaired trafficking of recently primed effectors (Figure 6D), but not the trafficking of memory T cells and secondary effectors during the recall response (Figures 6A and B), perhaps reflecting greater dependence of primary effectors on VLA-4 for trafficking into the graft.

**Discussion**

Costimulatory blockade is a novel immunosuppression strategy that offers many benefits compared to conventional calcineurin inhibitor-based regimens. Chief amongst these advantages is a general lack of off-target toxicities such as nephrotoxicity, enabling better long-term graft function. While promising, theoretical concerns have been raised about costimulatory blockade due to the fact that memory T cells have diminished requirements for costimulation, and therefore alloreactive memory T cells may resist suppression by costimulatory blockade. These concerns were supported by the BENEFIT trial of belatacept, a second-generation CD28 antagonist. In this trial, the belatacept-treated renal transplant recipients experienced a higher incidence and severity of acute rejection compared to the patients treated with cyclosporine. The ultimate clinical success of costimulatory blockade may require a characterization of immunological pathways critical for costimulation-independent activation of donor-specific memory T cells, enabling the identification of adjunct immunosuppressive therapies that could augment the clinical efficacy of costimulatory blockade.
In this report, we developed a unique transplant system that specifically models CoB-resistant rejection by a donor-specific CD8+ memory T cell recall response. Using this experimental system, we identified the integrins LFA-1 and VLA-4 as playing important roles in the costimulation-independent donor-specific memory T cell recall response. We demonstrated that coupling costimulatory blockade to antagonists against either of these integrins enables long-term graft survival, even against a donor-specific CD8+ memory T cell response. It remains an area of ongoing investigation whether eventual graft rejection in this model is due to a lack of maintenance blockade or potentially the activity of recent thymic emigrants that never received treatment with combined blockade. Finally, we characterized the immunological pathways by which LFA-1 and VLA-4 prolong graft survival. These findings are of obvious translational significance, as humanized monoclonal antibodies against both LFA-1 and VLA-4 have been developed and FDA-approved for clinical use against autoimmune diseases. In contrast, several groups have explored other regimens to improve the efficacy of CoB against memory alloresponses, but these have employed reagents that are not clinically relevant (42, 51, 52).

The transplant system utilized in this current study possesses several notable advantages over older models of memory T cell-mediated rejection, most of which relied upon anti-donor memory induced by the rejection of a primary graft in an untreated transplant recipient. Because the OT-I cells employed in the mOVA transplant system express the Thy1.1 marker, our system enables the graft-specific memory T cells to be specifically identified and tracked, permitting mechanistic studies previously limited with other transplant systems. Additionally, as LM-OVA infection does not induce an appreciable anti-OVA antibody response, our system allowed us to specifically focus on rejection mediated by a memory T cell recall response. In other transplant systems used to study memory alloresponses, the contribution of memory T cells to graft rejection is often confounded by the contribution of anti-donor antibody. Finally, the initial priming stimulus in this system is of limited duration, as LM-OVA infection is completely cleared after 6 days (53). Thus, this system ensures that donor-specific T cells at the time of transplant are true memory T cells, as they persist for over 30 days by the time of re-challenge despite an absence of antigen.

The mOVA transplant system shares some aspects of alloreactive memory generated by heterologous immunity, as well as some elements of memory generated by prior exposure to donor MHC (such as occurs with a failed prior graft). In this system, pathogen infection results in the generation of memory T cells that react against shared pathogen and graft antigens, very similar to heterologous immunity. Unlike typical heterologous immunity, however, the donor-specific memory T cells are recognizing an identical (rather than merely cross-reactive) epitope in the graft and pathogen. The extent to which the degree of cross-reactivity (i.e. TCR affinity for cross-reactive antigen) impacts the T cells’ susceptibility to costimulation/integrin therapy is an important area of future research.

Utilizing this mOVA transplant system, we defined several mechanisms of action of anti-LFA-1 and anti-VLA-4 in prolonging graft survival against a CoB-resistant memory T cell response. As demonstrated by T cell functional assays, VLA-4 antagonism in the setting of concurrent costimulatory blockade dramatically suppresses trafficking of alloreactive memory/effector T cells to the graft, whereas LFA-1 blockade both impairs T cell trafficking to the graft and additionally attenuates T cell effector functions during the memory recall response such as cytotoxicity and cytokine production. These functional assays therefore highlight the distinct immunological pathways employed by integrins during the costimulation-independent activation and function of memory T cells. One recent report also evaluated LFA-1 blockade on early CD8+ memory T cell infiltration of allografts and found that it dramatically reduced trafficking to allografts (54). Notably, we also demonstrate that anti-LFA-1 blockade diminishes trafficking to the graft (Figure 6), and
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differences in the degree of impaired trafficking noted in these two studies may potentially be attributed to the different time-points and different target organs (heart vs. skin) evaluated.

Despite its advantages, our experimental approach also has some limitations. First, given that our in vitro assays are measured 7 days after re-challenge with an mOVA graft, it is difficult to assess whether the activity of the combined blockade regimen is impacting memory CD8+ T cells themselves or CD8+ effector cells that have differentiated during the memory recall response. Second, the mOVA system best models a single minor antigen mismatch transplant system that may not be relevant to fully allogeneic memory recall responses. Finally, we employ a non-vascularized skin graft model, which may differ from the memory recall responses encountered during vascularized clinical transplants. Evaluation of combined costimulatory and integrin blockade immunosuppression regimens in vascularized animal transplant models and in a fully allogeneic model of heterologous immunity (16) is ongoing.

Interestingly, although prolonged graft survival was only observed in recipients treated with dual costimulatory/integrin blockade regimens, treatment with anti-LFA-1 alone appeared to have similar effects on memory T cell effector functions. Importantly, all of these functional assays only evaluated the effect of immunosuppression regimens on the Thy1.1+ graft-specific memory T cells, leaving open the possibility that the addition of CoB prolongs enhances graft survival through mechanisms independent of graft-specific T cells. For example, several investigators have found that costimulatory blockade can induce an accumulation of CD4+FoxP3+ Tregs in grafts (55, 56). An alternative hypothesis is that costimulatory blockade may prolong graft survival through independent tolerance-promoting effects on innate immune cells such as dendritic cells, which were not assessed in this report (57, 58). Finally, the synergistic survival benefit conferred by CoB and anti-LFA-1 may be due to augmented inhibition of memory/effector T cell trafficking to the graft, as less donor-specific T cell infiltration is observed in the graft with either combined integrin/costimulatory blockade regimen compared to either integrin antagonist alone (Figure 6B).

How does costimulatory blockade synergize with anti-LFA-1 and anti-VLA-4 to inhibit the trafficking of memory/effector T cells to the graft? Several potential mechanisms can be invoked. First, graft infiltration by T cells in CoB-treated recipients is dramatically reduced when neutrophil infiltration of the graft is impaired (59). Given that both LFA-1 and VLA-4 are involved in the transmigration of neutrophils into tissues (60), the synergistic reduction in graft infiltration observed with combined blockade regimens compared to CoB treatment alone may be due to an effect on these innate immune cells. An alternative explanation is based on the recent finding that although memory T cell effector responses are costimulation-independent, the ability of memory T cells to activate innate immune cells and thereby enhance inflammation and tissue injury remains critically dependent on CD154 signaling (61). As local tissue inflammation augments the expression of integrin ligands such as ICAM-1 and to a greater extent VCAM-1 (19), CoB may synergize with integrin antagonists by inhibiting graft-expression of integrin ligands, further inhibiting integrin-mediated transmigration of memory/effector T cells into the graft. This synergy between costimulatory and integrin blockade may be particularly critical for memory and secondary effector T cell trafficking (Figures 6A and B), as integrin antagonists alone were sufficient to prevent trafficking of primary effectors (Figure 6D). We are currently studying the differential role of integrins in trafficking by memory and primed effector T cells, as both have been shown to participate in the rejection response (62).
Although our study reveals the potential of integrin antagonists as adjunct immunosuppressive agents, enthusiasm for these drugs must be tempered by important safety concerns raised by the early clinical experience with efalizumab and natalizumab, as a small handful of patients receiving chronic therapy with these integrin antagonists were reported to develop progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML), leading to the voluntary withdrawal of efalizumab from the market in June 2009 (63-66). Importantly, the risk of PML is directly correlated with the duration of anti-integrin therapy. For example, whereas the overall risk of developing PML in patients treated with efalizumab was 1 in 10,000, the incidence dropped to 1 in 400 after receiving 3 years of therapy (63).

The remote risk of developing a fatal neurodegenerative condition such as PML is unacceptable for patients with conditions that are not life-threatening such as psoriasis, but the same risk may be entirely tolerable in the transplant arena. Additionally, integrin antagonists employed in the transplant setting would likely be used as short-term perioperative induction immunosuppression (as they were utilized in this study), and this short duration of therapy should substantially mitigate the risks of PML development, as this risk increases dramatically with duration of anti-integrin therapy (66).

Thus, while the risks of integrin blockade must not be neglected, they certainly do not exclude integrins as a viable target for transplant immunosuppression. The enormous potential of integrin antagonists is especially clear in the setting of calcineurin inhibitor-sparing transplant immunosuppression regimens based on costimulatory blockade. Given the early clinical experience with belatacept, the significant barrier posed by the resistance of alloreactive memory T cells threatens to derail this promising new era of targeted immunosuppression. However, our study offers the potential that combined integrin and costimulatory blockade might be an effective immunosuppression regimen, especially for patients with high frequencies of donor-specific memory T cells who would otherwise be vulnerable to transplant rejection if treated with costimulatory blockade alone. Further primate and clinical trials with combined integrin and costimulatory blockade are certainly merited in the future to evaluate the efficacy and risks of this novel immunosuppression strategy.
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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoB</td>
<td>costimulatory blockade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTL</td>
<td>cytotoxic T lymphocyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELISA</td>
<td>enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-γ</td>
<td>interferon-gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFA-1</td>
<td>leukocyte functional antigen-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACS</td>
<td>magnet-assisted cell sorting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MHC  major histocompatibility complex  
OVA  ovalbumin  
PBMC  peripheral blood mononuclear cells  
PML  progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy  
SEM  standard error of mean  
TCR  T cell receptor  
TNF  tumor necrosis factor  
VLA-4  very late antigen-4  
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Figure 1. The mOVA transplant system models a donor-specific memory response

(A) Schematic of mOVA transplant system to model graft-specific memory responses. 10⁴ CD8⁺ TCR transgenic T cells specific for ovalbumin (OVA) were adoptively transferred into naïve C57BL/6 mice that were then infected with genetically-modified *Listeria* that expresses the OVA₂₅₇-₂₆₄ epitope (LM-OVA). Forty days after infection, the recipients were re-challenged with a skin graft from a mOVA transgenic mouse that ubiquitously expresses OVA in all tissues. (B) Representative flow cytometry demonstrating time course of OT-I CD8⁺ T cell expansion as measured by frequency of CD8⁺ Thy1.1⁺ T cells (in box) after wild-type *Listeria* infection (n=2) or LM-OVA infection (n=5). (C) Summary of kinetics of OT-I CD8⁺ T cell expansion after wild-type *Listeria* (n=2) or LM-OVA infection (n=5). (D) OT-I frequency thirty days after infection with wild-type *Listeria* (n=11) or LM-OVA (n=20). Combined results from four independent experiments for each group are shown. (E) Survival curves of mOVA skin grafts in C57BL/6 recipients adoptively transferred with naïve OT-I T cells and then infected with either wild-type *Listeria* or LM-OVA. The recipients were either treated with costimulatory blockade or left untreated. Combined results from two independent experiments (4-14 mice/group) are shown. All error bars represent the mean ± SEM.
Figure 2. CD8\(^+\) memory T cells are sufficient to mediate costimulatory blockade-resistant transplant rejection

(A) Survival curves of mOVA skin grafts in naïve C57BL/6 mice after adoptive transfer of 10\(^6\) memory OT-I that were MACS-sorted from B6.OT-I\(^\text{Memory}\) mice. Graft recipients were either treated with costimulatory blockade or left untreated. Combined results from two independents (6-13 mice/group) are shown. (B) Naïve μMT mice lacking B-cells or serum immunoglobulin were adoptively transferred with OT-I T cells and infected with either wild-type Listeria (LM) or ovalbumin-expressing Listeria (LM-OVA). After waiting 30 days, the mice were transplanted with mOVA skin grafts and then left untreated or else treated with CoB. Combined results from 2 independent experiments (4-5 mice/group) are shown. (C) ELISA for anti-OVA IgG in naïve uninfected C57BL/6 mice, LM-OVA infected mice, naïve mice receiving an mOVA skin graft one month previously, and naïve mice receiving an mOVA skin graft that also received peri-operative CoB (n= 3 mice/group). Error bars represent the mean ± SEM.
Figure 3. Dual costimulatory/integrin blockade prolongs graft survival

(A) Survival curves of mOVA skin grafts in C57BL/6 recipients in which memory OT-I T cells were induced by LM-OVA infection. Recipients were either left untreated (n=15) or treated on POD#0,2,4 and 6 with costimulatory blockade alone (CTLA-4Ig + anti-CD154, n=24), anti-VLA-4 alone (n=5) or combined CoB + anti-VLA-4 (n=22). (B) Survival curves of mOVA skin grafts in C57BL/6 recipients in which memory OT-I T cells were induced by LM-OVA infection. Recipients were either left untreated or treated on POD#0,2,4 and 6 with costimulatory blockade alone (CTLA-4Ig + anti-CD154), anti-LFA-1 alone (n=15) or combined CoB + anti-LFA-1 (n=22). Combined results from four independent experiments are shown. All error bars represent the mean ± SEM.
Figure 4. Dual blockade does not inhibit donor-reactive memory CD8+ T cell expansion and accumulation compared to CoB alone

Skin grafts from mOVA donors were transplanted onto C57BL/6 recipients in which memory OT-I cells were generated by prior LM-OVA infection. The transplant recipients were left untreated or were treated on POD#0, 2, 4 and 6 with costimulatory blockade alone, integrin antagonist alone, or a dual blockade regimen. (A) On POD#7, the absolute number of memory OT-I T cells in the peripheral blood was quantified by flow cytometry. (B) Frequency of memory OT-I T cells as a percentage of total CD8+ T cells on POD#7 is shown for the blood, draining lymph node and spleen compartments amongst the recipients treated with different immunosuppression regimens. Cumulative data from two independent experiments (3-6 mice/group) are shown. Error bars represent the mean ± SEM.
Figure 5. LFA-1 blockade attenuates CD8+ memory T cell effector responses

(A) Intracellular cytokine staining of memory OT-I T cells harvested from C57BL/6 recipients on POD#7 after mOVA skin graft placement. Splenocytes were either left unstimulated or stimulated for four hours with OVA257-264 peptide (SIINFEKL). (B) LFA-1 blockade inhibits the ability of memory OT-I T cells to become dual-producers of TNF and IFN-gamma upon ex vivo restimulation. Results show (A) representative data or (B) summary of combined data from three independent experiments (5-6 mice/group). (C) CD107-based degranulation assay of memory OT-I T cells harvested from C57BL/6 recipients on POD#7 after mOVA skin graft placement. Splenocytes from these recipients were either left unstimulated (dashed line) or stimulated for four hours with SIINFEKL peptide (solid line). (D) Adjusted MFI of CD107a/b surface localization of memory OT-I T cells. Results show (C) representative data or (D) summary of combined data from two independent experiments (3-6 mice/group). (E and F) In vivo CTL of memory OT-I T cells in recipients of mOVA skin grafts to assess impact of different immunosuppression regimens on memory T cell cytotoxicity. Results show (E) representative data or (F) summary of combined data from five independent experiments (4-10 mice/group). All error bars represent the mean ± SEM.
Figure 6. VLA-4 and LFA-1 blockade inhibit donor-specific CD8+ memory T cell trafficking to the graft

(A) Immunohistochemistry analysis of POD#7 explanted mOVA skin grafts from recipients with memory OT-I T cells, staining for Thy1.1 marker found only on memory OT-I T cells (shown 40x magnification). Representative images over two independent experiments (3 mice/group) are shown. (B) Quantitative real-time PCR assay for OT-I TCR expression using cDNA generated from mOVA skin grafts explanted on POD#7. Combined results from two independent experiments (3-6 mice/group) are shown. (C) Experimental design for assay to determine the effect of integrin blockade on donor-specific effector T cell trafficking to transplanted skin grafts. (D) VLA-4 blockade inhibits trafficking of adoptively transferred OT-I to mOVA skin grafts. Combined results from three independent experiments (8-10 mice/group) are shown. All error bars represent the mean ± SEM.